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By Marnie Hughes-Warrington

Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Revision and revisionism are generally seen as standard parts of historical practice, yet
they are underexplored within the growing literature on historiography. In this accessibly written
volume, Marnie Hughes-Warrington discusses this paucity of work on revision in history theory and
raises ethical questions about linear models and spatial metaphors that have been used to explain
it. Revisionist Histories emphasises the role of the authors and audiences of histories alike as the
writers and rewriters of history. Through study of digital environments, graphic novels and reader
annotated texts, this book shows that the sides of history cannot be disentangled from one another,
and that they are subject to flux and even destruction over time. Incorporating diverse and
controversial case studies, including the French Revolution, Holocaust Denial and European settlers
contact with Native Americans and Indigenous Australians, Revisionist Histories offers both a
detailed account of the development of revisionism and a new, more spatial vision of
historiography. An essential text for students of historiography.
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A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena  McLa ug hlin-- Elena  McLa ug hlin

A very amazing publication with perfect and lucid information. We have read through and that i am certain that i will planning to study once more yet
again in the future. You will not really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about should you question me).
-- Ma tilda  Hoeg er  V-- Ma tilda  Hoeg er  V
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